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DEIi:~NI'rIO~' OF RE~I0N .. 
·~The areaw.hich h?;s been studied in the preparati'On 'Oftbe, 
f'Ollowingmem'Oir· lies in, central I'Owa and includes Mar-. 
shall, St'Ory; B'O'One, -Greene, Guthrie, Dallas, P'Olk and' Jasper 
counties and a P'Orti'On·'Of Carr'Oll.· Its geographic features are 
·represented'uP'Onthe.accompanying·map (plate xxvii) and its 
relati'Onst'O the state as'a wh'Ole, are sh'Own, upon plate xxvi. 
It is an a.rea 'Of prairie plain with moderate relief; the a.ltitude 
varying fr.om'810 to 1,042 ... The country r'Ock 'Ofth~ regi'On 
includes· b'Oth the Des M'Oines and Missourian divisi'Ons .'Of ,the 
Upper Carb'Onifer'Ous and·the Dakotaf'Ormati'On of the'Creta-
· ·ceaus. The distribution 'Of these' beds may' be seen uP'On the 
geological map of the . state :publish-ed: by the Iowa Survey* 
· and thedet'ails, of the·ge'Ol'Ogy'may be learned fr'Om the c'Ounty 
.r.eports.~ssued:,bythe .same:organizati'On.y It is· intended here 
t'Otreat 'Only of'<:ertaiuspecific pr'Obleni's counectedwith· .tW'O 
· 'Of; tbe drift -sheets'of .the regi'On;fQr funer·details·the reader 
is referred to the l'ep'Orts'juSt 'cited,·and particularly to ·the 
·a;uth'Or:s.·rep'Ortsnpon ~'OlkandGuthrie. c'Ounties.. Int,he f'Ol-
l'Owing paper.nd.attempt.will.b,e: made to· cite . the .. P'Ortions . 'Of 
· each 'Of these rep'Ort~: wp.ic4. bear.ou,t. jndividual statements 
.~ince the number of.'~uch citation:s' W'Ould be S'O grea~ as t'O 
'. ~'Ohec'OIp,~ ··c~~be:~d!ne .. ' .... .: '.. ..... .' ... ' .' . . . . 
.' The author's particular studies' have 'been in P'Olk 'and 
GJ.thri~c6~nties"in Which he has mapped in detail the SUrIace 
~fb~mati'Ons.t 'Thesecounti~s lleo~ the' S'Outhern arid S'Outh-
western' bottler 'ofthe' "bes Moine~ l'Obe,':and'withiu' 'their' 
'bbrdefs therehiti'OIis:hereinaIscussed wefe first' made' 'Out. 
!The r~Ihainilig'pb~tion~ of' the ~rea;ha'Vebeen 'rep_eat~dly vis-
-"{ted; ~t·time~'in~onipany~ith other meiribersof 'theSu~ey, 
• " ~ .,; - <" • "t· • _, .'" .. .:. ~ . .... . " .. . . .' ." . - .. :.' . I . • I - . • 
:and'the:results obtained iri';Pdlk ahd Gtithrie c'Ounties' have 
," ; ~:' •..•• f :'" ',"... '. ,'-., J" • j.' .. : • .' - ," 
thu$'heeu compared 'with' the phen'Omena in 'vari'Ouspo~tioris 
~ of the lai'ger atea. .' '. .' . . 
•• f ", ' . 0., '! f.:.\·.:' .~. '. ~ .. -: ... ~ .~:.' . ". !" . ~' . _. ~ ~.:.: . 
"Iowa Geol. SW;v." ,vol. VI,p1a:te v,_ Des M04tes. 189j. . .' 
tMarshall; (Beyer)'vol; VII. Boonef{)3eyer) :vol. V, PP:'175-2tO.'·'Polkj (BlI.in) vol. VII. 
Guthrie; (Bain) vol. VIII. Dallas; (Leonard) in prepara.tion.·· .'. ' .' .... 
;See ma.ps of surface depOSits accompa.nytng'the county .repor~s ·mex:iioned. : 
...." • .":-'.r -- • 
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The region outlined includes .the southern termination of the 
De~ Moines lobe of the Wisconsin ice sheet, and iti£ the rela-
tion of the latter to the outlying drift whIch it ispropos~d to 
discuss. The Des Moines lobe was along tongue of ice eighty 
to 100 miles wide, running almost due south from the ,Minne-
sota line to the central portion of the state. It overrode and 
buried certain. earlier drift sheets and loess deposits which 
now appear along its edge .coming out from under the later 
drift. With the exception of certain reconnoissance work, 
but little had been done on the drift of the region previous to 
the detailed work results of which are given herein. This 
paper is in a sense preliminary,as not all the area has yet 
been mapped, but the general results are believed to be final. . 
Acknowledgments are due to Dr. Beyer and Mr. Leonard' 
for field assistance and for notes generously contributed, and 
to State Geologist Oalvin, of Iowa Oity, and Head Professor 
Chamberlin of Chicago, for valuable suggestions both in the 
field and the office. Professor. Salisbury of the University of 
Chicago, has also been 'so good as to read the manuscript, and. 
has made many valuable suggestions and criticisms. 
DEFINITI0NOF TERMS. 
In the earlier geological work in this region no attempt .. 
:was made to separate the drift into different formations. As 
was true in all the work of the period the attention was con-
centrated upon the underlying rocks and the drift received 
. . 
. but little attention. Nicollet* speculated some upon the 
origin of the boulders. Owent recognized and correctly 
interpreted the loess along the, Des Moin(ls river, and"'made 
many observationlS of value upon the drift throughout 'the 
- state. The Hall survey+ neglected entirely the Buperficial 
deposits and did little within the ~rea outlined. White§ 
studied both the drift and the loess. In consonance With the 
thought of the time the drift was treated by him as a single 
* Sen. :Ooe., 26th Cong.,2d Sess., vol. V, pt.,iI. No. 237. Washington, i841. 
f Geol. Surv. Wis., Iowa and Minn., 1>. 121. 1852. 
:j: Geol.lowa., voL I, pts. land ii. Albany, 180"'3. 
§ Geol. Iowa, vols. I, II. 1870. 
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formation. Such differences as were noted in the distribution 
. 
of the boulders and in the character of the drifts were explained 
by other hypotheses. The striking differences at Des Moines~­
were supposed to be the result of a change in the direction 
of the ice currents. * Many observations upon the drift were 
published and these have, to some extent, formed the basis of 
later generalizations. All these earlier investigations were 
pursued under severe limitations as regards time and money, 
audit was but natural that the rich field of Pleistocene geol-
ogy should be passed over for the better known problems con-
nected with the indurated rocks. 
In'the neighboring states and throughout·America it was. 
long after the glacial nature of the drift was accepted that, 
the complexity of the processes through which it originated, 
, was fully recognized. It was long the custom, and it is one· 
perhaps not yet wholly obsolete; to consider the glacial period 
as con,sisting of (1) atime of transition, (2) the glacial period 
proper, (3) the Champlain epoch ofsubmel'gence and melting, 
and (4) the recent epoch of terrace work and stream cutting .. 
,As the studies became more" detailed and the results were 
l)etter organized, 'it became recognized that the simplicity of 
this classification was not in accord with the complexity of 
the facts. 'At several points opposing phenomena were noted" 
and several observers at about the same time began to 
emphasize the necessity for finer discriminations. The pioneer-
in this work was ProfessorT. C. Chamberlin who, in the course 
of his work in Wisconsin, recognized two well-marked divi-
sions in the drift series; the later, or innerdrllt, being bor-
dered by the Kettle moraine. In the final reports of the Wis-
'consin Srirvey he definitely recognized two dri~ sheets,t 
though in the earlier descriptive .portions of the repor~sno 
.~such distinction was observed. In a paper read before the 
International Congress of Geologists at Paris in August, 1878,t 
* Op. cit., yolo I; p. !ll. 
t Geol. Wisconsin, yolo I, pp. 27i, 212 1883. 
;: La Moraine terminal du Amerique du ~ord, Compte Bendu Congo Interna.tional'lJ~ol. 
Paris, 1878. . ' 
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. . 
he correlated the . Kettle moraine of Wisconsin with certain 
moraines .in the ,other' states, . incl~ding Iowa, ~ndgave an 
~approximate outline of the Des Moines lobe. This outline 
was basedinpart llPon personal opservations and.in part 
upon information derived from the reports of the White sur-
. vey. An earlier paper, * revis~dand·. pubFshed in English 
about 1878, contained muc>h the same matter.. The drift 
. within the Kettle moraine was recognizedasdistinctivelyl::lter 
than that without, and an interglacial interval of unknown 
extent. was tentatively suggested. It is this.laterdri£t which 
is now kno~n as the Wisconsin and the earlier which. isrecog-. 
nized as Kansan. . .' '. . 
At about the'sanietime Mr. W J McGee was carrying. on 
'his studies of the Pleistocene in northeastern Iowa.. In a 
. series of pa pel's, t extending from 1878 to 1893 when ids mouo- ' 
graph upon.the regionwasiss1).ed,heshowedtliat the .forest . 
bedfcmndin the ;region was 9> definite horizon .andthat two 
driftshe.ets Were present. 
__ In 1882, . apparently the upper driftO+.J;lortheastern. Iowa .. 
was considered to be the sallle as that contained .within the 
Kettle moraine.t . It was not until later tllat thedifIerencein 
age was appreciated. Eventually.McGee's upper_tillbecam.e 
.. the Iowan, and his lower till hascvery. na turallybeencons.id~ 
ered to be . the Kansan. 
TEE DES MOrNES LOBE. 
, . . - . . 
Ea1'lywork.-.. White§ in 'his summary,of results doubtfully 
recognized yertain ranges of hills asmorainj.c.' Amongthem 
was Mineral Ridge inB90ne and Story coun~ies,now:known 
to form a portion of. the Gary moraine, .an~certain hills in 
IIancock.· county belcmging to the AltaulOnt . moraine. . No 
* On the Extent and Significance of the Wisconsin: Kettle Moraine, Trans. Wisconsin 
Acad. Sci;, Arts·and Letters, vol. IV, pp. 201-234. 1816~77;. . "<'.. . 
tAmer. Jour. Scl, (3), XV, 339-841. 1878; Proc. Amer. As Adv. Scl. XXVII, 198-231; 1878; 
Amer. J OUI". Sci.; (3), XV HI. 301-30.1, 1879; Geo 1. Mag, (2);'V I, 3;j3c362, 412-420, 1879'; Proc. Iowa. Acad. 
SCi., 1875-1880,19,1880; Ibid., 25.1880; Bull. Phil os. Soc. Washington, VI, 93·97, 1883; Pam Hpp., 
188!; Trans. Iowa State Hort. Soc., XVf, 227~240, 188~; Proc. A.mer. As. Adv .. Sci., XXXVII, 2{8-
249,lS90; The Pleistocene History oj NorthRAlstern Iowa, U. S. Geol. Surv.; Eleventp., Ann; Rept., 
190-577, (1891) 1893. . . 
; A.m. Jour. Sci., (3),.XXIY;'pp. 204, 206, 215,222 .. 
§ Geol., Iowa, vol. I, p.98 .. 1870. . 
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atteIJlpt was made to trace these ridges from point to point, 
and theirsignificancewas:not at that time fully recognized~ 
Chamherlin was" as has been seen, the first to draw a crude 
outline of the Des Moines iohe. He regarded Mineral Ridge 
. as; marking its southern limit.* The range of hills' ·was 
. described. as not heingcontinuous. and well defined, but sug-
gestive rather of a. half buried. moraine. ,The presence and 
significance of the lakes within the area was recognized, and 
the fact.that outside the moraine. the existing surface contour 
was formed in the presence, and to some extent, under the 
modifying influences .0£ a fairly established drainage system, 
while in.the interior the drainage. system. has not even yet 
.become fully established, was definitely stated. 
, :In 188011r. Warren Upham, in connection with his work in 
Minnesota" traoed outdefirtitely the limits of the Des Moines 
lobel and to him ,our knowledge ,0Lit is mainly due. He 
. . 
rec()gnized:3i continuous moraine, now known ·as the Altamont,t 
,Cljround, Ulostoithe border·of the lobe,: though the extreme 
southern limit wa~not visited'. Mineral Ridge was considered 
to be most· pro.bably. an inner, belt .of the .. terminal-:moraine. 
This inner moraine is now known as the Gary. The Altamont 
,moraine was studied by ,him in- this region at Coon Rapids and 
in neighboring ,portions of Guthrie and Garroll counties. 
,':"Subsequently the southern limit of. the lo~e was studied ,hy 
,McGee. and Call,§ "while general correlations of interest,in 
-yhisconnection haveheen published by Chamberlin. II . 
Topoqraphy~~Thearea included within. the Des Moines 
lobe has the ·characteristic.drlit-plain topography well devel-
-oped .. The landscape shows a predominant fiatness.,.There 
.are no· prominent elevationsand nOlllar:k~9.:vaUeys. In detail 
.the flat plain hreaksup' into;a series .of IQw, Tounded,of~~n 
.cir,cularswells, irregulady-.disposed,.and separating a seri-es 
". *Oi'{theEiteiitl!;nd'S!gniflcarice of 'theWisconslh Kettle MoraiD:e,p. 15 .. ' 
tGeol. Nat. Rist. Surv.s Millnesot.a, Ninth Ann .. Rept. (1880), pp.298-:-l14 , . '.' 
. ·*Ohariibe~lln.: ~ Thl~d<~.Rep~U: :;i. Geal: Surv.: p. 388. 1883. ", .- : 
.' ;'; ,§Loc,,;ctt.: ;' ... ,,' '., : ,." . ' ':', " . .. . " .. ". ',: " "",,:.; 
YU. S. 8eol. Surv., Third Ann. Rept., pp. 291-404. 1883. Ibid, Seventh Ann. Rept., pp. 14'/-
,;US, 1888. _ -.v "" . -. " " "' .. " ,.'" - " .: ,,' :,. '.)! ; /. 
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of interlocking,saueer-±SlmpBjfJmSins -wnichare in contour the 
reV~.rse ... ~;t~e;sweTIB.The relief, except near the larger streams, 
iss11gbt and is normally less than thirty-five feet. ' The'low 
swells do not have ~harp contours 'and are hardly pronounced 
enough even to deserve th~ name of hills. They have little 
individuality and are not arranged according to any order or 
system. Between them lie ill-defined basins occupied usually· 
by shallow ponds, swamps or swales-areas of slough or shal-
low water. ' There are'verymany basins without outletsand 
the whole is-clearly a region of immature drainage .. At many 
points springs -a~d shallow artesian. wens attest the super-
abundance of water. The streams present are usually smalL 
They.wander aimlessly through the basins and are, in most 
instances, fuially lost ,in some small swamp or miniature lake. ',' 
Muchofthe:land is not sufficiently drained to allow cultiva-
,tion, and much more is worked" only as a result of artificial 
drainage. The larger streams, such as the DesJYloines river, 
have narrow. recent channels and very limited tributary 
drainage. . Near the edge of the area some of the rivers, 
among them the Skunk, fiow in wide old valleys, but even in 
such a case the tributary dr~inage is very slight. The 
·numerous lakes and ponds, the undrained sloughs, the peat 
bogs, the narrow river valleys, the incomplete drainage, the 
undissected upland between the rivers, some of which fiow'200 
feet below the' gem~ral plain, and many other features all 
point to one conclusion-·that the topogr~phy is extremely 
youngand that it was formed by glacial agencies. 
The drtft.-' The sheet of till whicl? was formed by the Des 
Moines lobe of the Wisconsin ice possesses certain character--
_ istics which usually allow its ready recognitic;m.. They are 
not always so distinctive as sharply to differentiate it from 
the till of the other ice sheets, and in such cases attendant 
phenomena must be relied upon in making the discrimination. 
In general, however, the till itself is such as to preyent con- . 
fUSIon. As seen near Des'11oines, the Wisconsin till usually 
shows a buff color at surface exposures. It has much the 
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same~color as-the loess and is in this regard sharply contrasted 
with the reddish brown common at the surface of the Kansan, 
~ well as the yellow, which usually marks the Iowan. When 
'tn~Wis·conSill1s::bur.ied·t:he "roror .is~llsuaJ]:y .:a,;dmb·"Or gray .. 
The:pebbles contained·in it are very largely fresh aria nard, 
. and show very little weathering. This is true of those occur-
. rlugin all portioIis of the till.· There are some which show 
. advanced· stages of decay but the proportion is relatively 
small. It is believed that many of the decayed pebbles 'were 
derived from .the older drift and have merely, been. worked 
over into the newer. As'contrasted with the Kansan drift the 
WisconsIn c()ntains less local material, but if the two sorts of 
material occurring in ,the Wisconsin-itselfbecoinpared,the 
proportion which is extra:.limital is' found to be much inferior 
" to that whi~hctnight have come frorhwithinthe state.·Lime 
'. concretioris,' such as are known asloess-kindchen when,found 
" " in: the Joess,.are widely. distributed in the Wisconsin drift, 
wlrer~as·iOcaiities atwliich they, occur to any extent 'in th~ 
Kansa,nare'; irith:is region.at least, quite·r:1re. Occasiona,lly;' 
lletbfilyj>ebbles defl-vedf'rom the lower drift a,r~i~c6rporate~ 
''In·tlieilpper;but block.s of-th~ lower till it"self. In such ea~es 
tli& :newer drlftfreqtientlyshows follation around the older 
materiaL . ' . 
:" As contrasted with the Kansan, the Wiscon~in drift is char-
.. acterizedby numerous surface boulders. In this vicinity 
these are not "usually so large nor are theyso numerous as 
over areas covered by the Iowan in eastern Iowar,., and yet they 
often afford a valuable means of discrimination. In the 
region studied, one of. the'most ready means of 'recognizing 
. . , " 
the; Wisconsin drift is the absence of· the covering of 10es& 
which is so universal throughout the Kansan '. areas. The 
a b&ence Of loess isa general c~aracteristic of the Wisconsin * 
and in,this regard th.~" formation as exposed near Des 110ines 
has· tb,e normal characteristics. ·At a' few points . a thin 
'surface she~t of silt of undetermined origin occurs, but iIi 
*Salisbury: Jour. Geology, vol. IV, p.929-937, 1896. Ohamberlln: Third Aim . .Rept. U. S. 
Geol. SurY." p. 395. 1883. - . 
" 
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"mqst iJ;J;st~nces tbepebbl~~'of ~h~: drif~ a,re t1J,i'n~d up by.tIle 
plow~ " , '.. . ,,:; 
:'The dr:ijt' border. ~ l?~rhaps. tA.eIIlost ch~racteri~ti9.an~l-stg~ 
, J?ifi~ant fe~t~e of theWisyon~in;driftof ther~gi<?J;l"asid~" 
f.ro~its ,~opog;aphy, i~thecha~aGterof i~s .bor~~r·~. ,::Thatt;he 
WiscoD,sinwas a m(jr,aine-forIl1~I1gj({~shee~ is shown:whereyer,' 
, depos~ts '0£ tIlis ag~oGcl1~ .. *This feature js,.chara~teris:ti~ 
'of . t1~e ,De~ }YIoilles, ,lobe" d.ownalmo~t .t~J itste~rp,i:riatiQp..,'.: Ju 
, ,Guthrie ,co;tlntythe ']~loraine j.s,iIl,~pLac..esqu~t~w(311 develoged", 
~hough,itis not contiD:~ol1s;', In: Pol~ ,and Da~Iasco}lnties 
. " ... '.":' ;. '\.. :; ! : ... ~. ,': .; i .. ': :.-" ~'i ,;:. ~ -; ~ . -,. ~'.' 
,therej~p,othi:rlgam~we:J;'ingJo ;a IIl()ra~n~., ;,~p.edr.iftJ~eGQJ:n:~~ 
" thl:nnera,t;l;d~~nnerup:til Jt ~dis~ppe~rs ,a~t~gether.::" T~i$is 
not ares~~~ Or Ja.ter ~rosi?n~~.~~, r~fLdily ~~t.~rpi~JJ.§~ ip,·tp.e 
#eld,. Pllt,.itis;. a.p., 9rigilf~l:9J~~r~n~.e.;,,: +~ ,:fo~~~.' ~': n9~ta21e " 
~~ception ,t()tlte, border. of ;th~ :~e~:t;~f t~e)Ql:)~ a,nQ,:qf,t1:I~W~s:: 
,cQ'nsin ... ¢h:ift incgeIl.e~al", .< '" ::, ; , . , " .... ; ~. :. :' ',' " , 
.~am.~s4av~, ~ee:n.;, ~.o,$~W~ eit~nj:r, .d~v~lpp~~jn q()~n!~ctio:q.' 
;w~t~th~ Wi§.Gpns~~, t~e., JP, .. P:Ql~"c()un~Y'Hu~~e.a;r~ np,:w~U 
(~.~~p.ed :k~w.esnear tp~ ice,eo.g:e, J:mt :{1,§!1;r I¥gl;t" :Br~4ge ~~JJ,4 
OorydQl1."S9me.t~Jl :to:fi#~~I} llrii~~ bac~:i~o~ tJe)~dg,e,. tll~y 
"!' Oh"m~er!in:,,'.Chird.Ann.;Repj;., U. S,.G.eol,S-qrv,. 'pp .. 291"4D.~ .1883 .. 1.','.' :.:':~~:,'::,~"; .. ' 
>:; . ~.': .. , ~'" :::-. '.:: .::) .. .1,:-
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occur~ , The Kelsey kame is quite, perfectly developed. It 
statidsupon a drift plain which is about 150 feet above :the 
, Des Mo'ines i'i-ver. 'The plaili is fa'irly'smo6th and is dotted 
With swales some of which contain smail ponds, one 'being 
represented In figure 45'. ' ' . Above this plain the- kame rises 
-fort}T 'feet;; It fbrinsan irregular ridge three"-quarters of a 
mile)onga-Iid a-little -more than one-quarter wide. At, its 
'southern end, and partially: separated from -it, is an oval h-ill 
which:doesn6t rise quite so high. -Theuppers-urface of the 
kame is smooth but is somewhat hummock-v. : Its- directiO'n is 
, - u 
not rectilinear hut sinuous. 'It is cutoff rather abruptly at 
. - .. -- , 
FIG.46 ,Kame near Kelsey. 
the -ends -and tliewhole' 'ridgeiorms- aprom,inent landmark. 
It "generalappearance;frornthewest isshowu' infigufe 46; 
,In composition the-kame: is made up' of Wisconsin material. 
Large(h()ulders-are',fo-hnd 'on its surface, and pits ,at three 
points snow-<that,tO' a depth: of four feet at least, it 'is made 
up 6£coame water-laidgravet' Stratification- is partia1onlY· ' 
.. The pieces of gravel are one~half tothi~ee.;q1iarters-of an inch 
or more·in'dianieter~' "The kame i~;:manifestly the result of 
combined {ce'and~waterw()rk arid is;,:betterdevelOped- 'than 
any other 'known to-occur-incentral-Iowa .. ' Others of less 
perfect form occur near ·Crocker,inPolir cOiinty,'arrd Panora 
'449. 
" ,'" WISCONSIN, AND' KANSAN DRIFT SHEETS., . .' . ~ 
inGuthrie~ 'Oppm~itethe latter p~~ce. on the Dl~iIl: G,uili.}·ie 
C~nt(3r I'oad, " water-laidgrav~ls of kame~like chara~t~l'~!e 
f9up:d':wel1toW"ardthetoP'9f~the hill. ' ' r.rhe gravelsa:re'~Ao*Il ' 
, at'$~veral'pointsin the vicinity; and at one or two take an 
, ,ifuperiect kati1e~like:forlli. with a,g~lIeral northwest~southeast' " 
,<lirectioIiof'axis~. Soutp.' bf town and at lower ,levels, though,' 
, considerably above the terrace found: along ,the river, ar¢,sifu': 
il~r kame,.lik:~ aggregations. Ti16tllerportionsof th~:~tate " 
"lal'g¢ and well developed kamesare'fo~lld:along, the:edge'of'" 
,theBes' Moines ,lobe~ , 
Within thearea'studiedoverwash 'plaiJis have : not >beep , 
,foliudto any great' extent; though a f~int expressioll bfthe 
". -. 
..... " ". 
o~c~r in Polk county 011 Ca~p, ~ud,'and' FouI',Mi1edr~eksi ' ' 
'and on-theDesMoines river~ . In-the countiesfartherwes1;' 
'the Raccoon bottom; are,underlain by graveL ',. In' all >these 
cases the material is firm and hard andthe'pebbJesar~ofthe 
sort found in the Wisconsin.drift.' Occasionally:bolll(iers; 
which might have·' cOIIle£rom, the Kansan, are incorporated. 
In the case of FourMile creek and the: Des Moines riv~:r.the 
- gTaveltrains may be traced up the~valley,taking the form of 
, a terrace for several miles inside the drift limits. ' 
The gravel terraces are not conspicuous -features. They 
are frequently covered in their lower portions by later allu- ' 
vium,' as at the Avon' gravel, pits, or they· rise tell; to twelve 
feet-above the modern bottom land, as at the newly opened, 
,' . 
...... 
:. 
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pits in Highland Park. Their origin as valley trains is better 
seen in Polk than in Guthrie county. In the latter the edge 
. of" the Wisconsin_ice:.sto.o.dapproxiinately.-parallel:to. the. Mid~ 
dIe Raccoon river, and the drainage was effected by the latter; 
Instead of a gravel train there is,. in. this valley, a well-
developed gravel terrace .. It rises usually twenty-five to 
thirty feet above the river and may be seen very sharply 
defined at Rocky Bluff, near Fansler, inthevicinityof Clarks 
mine (Tp. 80, :N., .R. XXXI W., -See,.24,Ne. qr.), and near 
Panora •. It is usually about aquarterof. a mile wide and is 
Cleariya terrace of aggradation. * The mate::ial o£which it 
is composed is moderately coarse water-laid gravel with 
more or less coarse sand. In this region" it contains a large 
amount of material derived from the Cretaceous "gravel beds, 
but in all other respects it is similar to the gravel trains and 
"corresponding t~rraces in Polk county. 
These gravel trains show the same rel:;Ltions to the drift 
'. border a,ndare in all essential particUlars; save thereebleness 
of their development, similar to those which are so charac-
teristicof the Wisconsin drift i:p. other states~ In Wisconsint 
the Green Bay> glacier filled up the old valley of Rock river 
. toa d~pth of 350 feet (including earlier drift) with a deposit 
of finely assorted s~nd and gravel,producing «:t level plain 
~ three" tOllve- miles wide. and extending .forty miles or more 
" southward from the moraine; The Iowa gravel trains rarely 
extend ten miles from the drift border and do not often, sofaI' 
. as can be positively . known, show a thickness of more than 
thirty feet of gravel. 
. As has been suggested, some of these trains are found not 
only outsideth~area covered by the Wisconsin ice, but they 
may be followed up the streams to well within the"Wisconsia 
area. The gravel trains of Camp and Mud creeks arB 
. :abruptly terminated at the"upper end by the Wisconsin tilL 
This is not, however, true of those of Four Mile creek~ and 
the Des Moines river. The pits of the Chicago GreatWe&tern 
* Salisbury: Geol. Surv.N. of:, Ann. Rept.1892, pp.102-105. 1893. 
t Ohamberlin: Geol. Wisconsin, I, W. 1883. 
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railway at Berwick;'are'about six fuiles -w~thinthelimits 01' 
maximilm~xtension of the ice. . The Polk City pits are fully 
twiceas'far'from the driftborder,- and the gravels1arepresent 
along'the Des Moines riverwell·up toward, High Bridge . 
. ' Along the Delaware rive:r a somewhat similar series 'of, 
phenomena occur., The explanation in 'this' case has: been . 
. worked out by, Salisbury. *·The deposit on the Dela,-
ware is not a single continuous 'train,but is rather a series' of 
individual. trains" each'df . whichw'as formed 'successively" 
farther up the ri ver, and each correspcmdingto' one' of a series 
of moraines of recession. Apparently'~ this explanation is 
equally' good for the case in hand, except thathere"allthe 
pheriomemj, are more feeblY-developed, ,and there'a,re no 
moraines.-The ice seems tohaveret~eated;notbydefinite " 
. stages; but continuously, so ·that the terrace is practically 
. unbroken. . That there were minor stages :in :the retreatis()f 
course altogether probable; and future st':ldy may'rendeI' ·it .. 
possibletodiscriniinate them •. " , . '.., '., 
There is a . well' marked "forest bed which,is'frequently 
encountered in wells all along the'edge of: the Wisconsin drift. 
North of Yale, in Guthrie county, the ,Eastwood well passed . 
through two feet of wood and muck with 'driftbelow~ , ,Nea~ , 
Berwick; in, Polk :county, the forest bed is frequently 
encountered, and at many points within the areastudiedit'is' 
present. " Itseems in this plaeeto mark a definite stratigraphic: 
plane,thebase oftne Wisconsin drift. 
Relations to the,lQes8.-Loess·of normal"character:;tndabun-
dantly fossiliferous is foun.d around the southern edge of the 
lobe; t·· It, does nat occur ,within the limits of the lobe: but, is 
in ,these counties:everywhere presellt without it.! . It; spreads" 
- out ina thin:sheetover the outlying drift, covering the hUl-s . 
all,d, running down into ,the' valleys./ Such a relation IS sus~ 
ceptible'of -two ,interpretations. The loess· mary nave been' 
washed outirom the front of. the ice and deposited 'around its 
·*Gf?ol.;~urv., -N~: J:, Ann. Rept~,' 1994;~I>p~ 21':'~~- . ·'1895. .~', . ~ 
tIt has been especially d!,\scribed'by 0;1.11: .. Amer. Nat., XV, ~-5S6,782'-7M. 11581;' Ibid, 
XVI, 369-391, 5i2-5i? 1882. .. '..' ' . -:_~. <. . . . . . 
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edge, or it mayhave:been previously present and overriden. 
by ice and huried beneath the later drift.- Uphamwa& 
iriclhied t:6 -the former view ~He- _s~ggested* that the pres--
ence of the loess immediately west of the- moraine in Guthrie, . 
. Carroll, Sac aIldBtiena Vistacolirities, and the fact observed 
-by him tbatinplaces the loess rises fifty feet above the drift 
)tills,~proved ·the contemporaneity -of. the loess and. the' 
'. , -. -moraine. __ ,To the -writer it does not seem that this interpre--
-_ tation is necessary or indeed well- in ac~ord with the other: 
obser.ved phenomena .. - -
In Guthr-ie and the othel,' counties studied no _ cases have. 
_ been observed in which t~e loess stands higher -than' the-
Wisconsin drift .. · .. -Streh . phenomena, -if _ present, 'would how-· 
ever 'be equally susceptible of explanation by the second 
hypothesis~ .' There seerns- no necessity for assuming that the 
ice was-·presentaridacted as a retaining wall at the time or 
.. - .'/.- ·the loess-deposition. Thedeposit'la ps up over and' covers: 
-.' . the Mis!3ouri~Mi88issippi'dividewhich lies west of the moraine;· 
thetwOlleingiuthisregion, roughly ,paral1~L -Thelandrises 
from the east to the divide; and this was apparently true 
before tlieWisetmsiri ice invaded -the region~ -' The land west 
ofthemorathe' would, tb.e_refore,be expected to be higher, 
and where the moriane- approaches the divide, the difference 
might lJe1oc!111ygreat-.· ~. Thj.swould be equally true if the rise 
_ to the west were n;uiinly.a function 'of -recent elevation, for 
which belief there is someevidence~' In either case, if the 
loess were older than the -Wisconsin drift, the fact would 
afford a satisfactory explanation of its local elevation above 
the driftplairi . 
. If -the . explanation offered by Upham be the correct one, it 
. would be expected that. the loess· should _ be found along the" 
...eastern front· of . t~e'moraine as well as its southern and 
western. That ·it ·do~s not occur in this position has been. 
shown by Calvin in hIs report on Cerro Gordo county. t The 
loess;i~ well.dev:eloped outside -the DeB Moines lobe, where.' 
*Geo1. Na.t. Rist., Buv., Minnesota, 1880, p. sag • 
. tlowaGeol. Surv., vol. VIr. 
B5G. Rep. 
.' . 
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the latter has overlapped' the Iowan, .but not, so far as how . 
known elsewhere.' . . ' 
Again,- it has just been sh.own that the . Wisconsin drift is 
, persistently fringed by gravels alld similar deposits irldicative 
. of lree drainage, whereas theloess is itself indicative of con.-
. ,ditionsunderwhich the water could, not,· or at least did not, 
carry anything but the finest material.· The two depo~its are 
:ID.utllally' a:ntagonistic~ A drift sheet whichisco:iist~ntly 
fringed by gravel is ·to be di:fIeren~iated from one consta!ltly 
frInged by loess. Loess and gravelrequi:rediffereilt condi-
tions for their deposition. The general attitude of the land 
was in one case such as to make yigorous, and in the other 
sluggish streams~ This is 'not of c'ourseto be interpreted -as 
, meaning that local, exceptions may not . occur, (Hit appliestb ." 
causes where the conditions along the entire drift border ar.e' 
. taken into account. In the case" in hand· there is the.::i.ddi-' ' 
tionalfact that the loesspas'ses directly :under the' Wisconsin 
, drift whenev:erthe relations havebeeri.' made out. , .. 
In 1882 Messrs. McGee' and ,Call, * ip. a 'v'aluable and sug- " 
gestive paper, brought out'the.- fact tliittat Des Moines the 
loess passes' under theupp~rdrift, whichis no'WkIiownas,the 
Wisconsin. Since knowledge of the. drift formations w::Jisnot 
then so well organized, the, fact was iht~rpreted as being of. 
localimport o:ply and as due to a slight 're-advance' 6f the ic~. ' 
By inferencetheloes~ was correlated with the Wisconsin,since 
-the upper drift' of McGee,' which we now know as the Iowan, 
was distinctly stated to occur south of the city. «In the course 
.of the present work the, fact that the loess p~sses unqer t~e 
Wisconsin as stated by McGee and Call has ',been abundantly . 
'verified. The.exposures mentioned by the· authors are ~n6w 
:obscured, but others equally-good may be found wllerever the 
, ,drift on either the West Hill or in--Highland Park is dug 
through. During the summer of 1896 the relations were· par~ , 
, ticularly well shown at the top of the Sixth Avenue hill, in the, 
-cuts along Grand Avenue, near Greenwood Park, and in the, 
* Amer. Jour. Sci. (3), XXIV, 202-223. 
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street railway cuttings in Hamilton street in Oak Park, Des 
Moines. The relations are unmistakable, and the facts may 
be verified at any time. The upper drift is quite distinctive, 
and the buried loess may be recognized with equa~ ease, par- -
ticularly as it is very frequently fossiliferous. 
, The relations found to obtain in the city are equally true of 
the loess to the ·north. In the wells near Saylor, in Polk 
. -
county, the 'normal section is as follows . 
. 3. Yellow and blue boulder clay' 
2. Fine pebbleless clay with shells. ' 
1. Blue clay with pebbles and streaks of gravel. 
L-:>ess fossils have been obtained from No. 2 of this section 
at several points. On the farm of~ Mr. Tom Saylor, thirty 
feet of pebbleless clay containing "periwinkle shells" is 
reported below twenty-two feet of Wisconsin drift, which 
:forms the surface soil. Near the mouth of Beaver creek a 
roadside ravine shows the loess, with its usual characteristics, 
outcropping below the drift. The same phenomena may be 
seen along the Des Moines river' valley west of Polk City .. In 
Guthrie county the kame gravels west of Panora are clearly 
deposited over the loess, and. well records near Herndon, as' 
well as at certain points in Dallas county, show that the loess 
extends back under the drift for fifteen or twenty miles at 
least. In' view of these facts, and the ppenomena are 
believed to be general, it is clear that .the loess is earlier than 
the vVisconsin drift, and, if differences in surface erosion be 
taken as a guide, it must be considered to be considerably 
more ancient. 
THE OUTLYING DRIFT. - . 
(Jeneral chm'(wteristios.-The outlying drift is that known 
as the Kansan. The Iowan does not appear upon the south-
ern and southwestern borders of the Des Moines lobe. . The 
drift present .agrees in character with that which has been' 
called Kansan by the Iowa Survey. * It is' fundamentally a 
*Norton: Iowa GeoL Surv., IV, 1~9. 1895. Baln: Ibid. V, 153. 1896. Beyer: IbId. V,.W3 •. 
18911.· Oalvin; Ibid. V, 63. 189~. 
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blue boulder clay weathered above into a yellow, which in 
turn is usually a deep reddish brown at the surface. It con-
tainsa large proportion of pebbles derived from local sources, . 
with many varieties from outside the.state. An examination 
at one point showed quartzite, probably from the . Sioux fo1'-
. mation, sandstone from the Cretaceous, quartz pebbles from 
the same formation, shale and· limestone from the coal meas:.. 
ures, light . gray granites, pink quartz, porphyry, green-· 
stones, vein quartz and other varieties of rock from outside 
the state. Another examination showed bits· oichert, lime-
stone, sandstones, coal, quartzite, badly weathered gray gran~ 
ite, diabase,fine-grained greenstone, mica-schist, dark green 
slate, etc. 
The greenstones· are predominant among the· particles 
from foreign sources. The pebbles are largely striated and 
flattened, . much more frequently than in the case· of the 
Wisconsin. The granite boulders are badly rotted and easily 
break to pieces. The upper surface of the drift shows marked· 
ferrugination and leaching. The ferrugination has gone on to 
such an extent that the horizon isa dark reddish brown and . 
resembles in color the red fields of the south. It is easily 
recognized when seen in road cuts some distance away, and 
is a convenient horizon of referellce in field work. The red 
color fades gradually below, but it is cut off sba'l'ply above 
when the Kansan is-covered by loess or later material. The 
. drift has suffered prolonged leaching as acid tests show no 
reacti()n to a depth of several, in places as much as- fourteen-,-
feet. In the case of the Wisconsin and even the Iowan,Feac-
tion may usually be obtained up even to the grass roots. _ 
. The till has all the physical char(1cteristics of an~old drift 
long· exposed to weathering agencies in sit'll. In these par-
ticulars it is contrasted not only with the Wis~onsin hut with 
the Iowan as found in eastern Iowa.. The latter is likewise 
of different color, a light yellow, carries nia~y lq,rge .surfaqe 
bouiders, shows many fresh c~bbles, a~d only a fe~:that are 
Badly clecomposed. It has a' sinaller percentage of -local 
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material and a higher percentage of gray granite, and shows 
almost no leaching or ferrugination. Upon these differences 
alone there would be ground for separating the two. 
Topoql'aphy.-_ The topography gives farther warrant for 
such a separation. That of both drift sheets is a river erosion 
top()graphy-and the drainage is complete. . The Kansan topog-
raphy has, however, a much greater relief than the Iowan. 
'l'he la~ter is c~aracterized by a series of wide, shallow river 
valleys having no river trenches. The marked, though not 
easily expressed, contrast. between the typical river valley of 
the Iowan drift and that- of the Kansan affords an excellent 
-means of discriminating the two. 
The landforms in the area cov~red by the Kansan are, as 
has been said, erosion forms. They have been developed upon 
the drift surface by the action of weathering and running 
water; In part tbis water has been collected in gullies and 
ravines and has taken the-form of rivulets,creeks and rivers. 
In part it has acted as a broad sheet over wide surfaces. By 
these two methods of erosion the topography has been 
developed. The -two different modes of action have produced 
different forms of surface which in cross-section yield differ-
ent curves. These curves, as developed in the region .under 
_ discussion, are so well developed, so . characteristic, and 
reveal this region so clearly that a brief analysis of their 
mode of production may not be out of place. 
ANALYSIS OF EROSION CURVES. 
The materials in ~which the erosion has taken place, while 
somewhat diverse, are in a general way homogeneous. They 
include drift, soft sandsto:ue and shales. These materials 
weather and erode differentially, and yet in a broad way the 
action is uniiorm. The differences induced by differential 
• weathering are slight, are not at first operative, and in the 
end serve merely to modify the general results. The erosion 
dates in the main from the retreat of the Kansan ice, and with 
exceptions to be noted later the surface may be considered to 
have been a fairly even drift surface. 
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The problem then is that of the action of eroslve and' 
we~thering forces upon a fairly even :plain of homogeneous' ' 
material. It will be simpler to consider- first the action of, 
weathering and pluvial or sheet~water erosion., . Stream action, " 
maybe considered as merely.a<specialcase of the l::t,tter. ,Let 
us assume then'that the stream. channels are already cut. 
They form narrow gashes dividing the plain into a seriesof 
blocks. Our problem becomestha t of theretrea tof the val-
ley sides. The 'cutting down of the valleys i~ the equivalent 
of the'lifting of the inter-stream areas. For cettain reasons 
"it is clearer to look at the problem as if the latter were the 
true relation. 'Of course pluvial erosion and weathering do 
not wait till' the streams have corraded to' grade ,before begin-
1 a~ __________ ~____ +-~~ __ ~ 
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FIG. 41. 'Oase 1. 
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ning their work, but th~ problem is exactly the same when a 
str~amhas' an abrupt bjtnk one foot hIgh as when the latter 
is many times that height. The bank will be attacked by the 
same agencies acting in the same. manner~ While in nature 
the corrasion of the river, bed and the retreat of the valley 
sides take place pari passu" it is after all not so far wrong to 
make the opposite assumption since the 'latter action~oes not 
become prominent, and never becomes dominant, until the 
former is accomplished. 
Case 1.-Let us assume a block of homogeneous material 
elevated a certain distance above a level. pl::Lin. Let ct-:b-c-d 
be a cross-section normal to the edge of this block. Weather-
ing and intermittent showers attack it. Consider first the 
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action of the former. The complex series of forces which 
. together produce the effect known as weathering tend" to' 
soften or disintegrate rock. Other things being equal they 
act normal to the surface exposed. In Case 1, the weathering-
would then act along the lines wand y. Running water with a 
. . 
given load erodes in proportion to its volume and velocity. 
Conceive a slopeextending'from a to c such that water may 
traversethe entire distance.' Suppose the rain to fall equally 
along the line a-b. At any given point upon the slope the 
amount of water passing would be the sum of all that has. 
fallen on the slope above. Past the point c must run all the 
water which has fallen between a, and b and hence there will 
be maximum erosion. at c. At a, the~head of the slope, will be 
mmlmum erosion. The relative amounts of erosion at inter-
.' mediate points maybe represented by the line a-c, and the 
effect of this component of erosion may be considered as a 
force acting normal to this line or in the direction z. It 
should be kept clearly in mind that only the portion of the 
. area which has become slope is subject to this force. Hence 
when the slope only extends back as far as m, ZI represents 
what maybe called the volume component. In the retreat or 
the slope z occupies different positions and acts in various 
directions; that is, z isa variable, whereas wand yare con-
stantS'. 
·The second factor of water erosion is its velocity which r 
with given· friction, is dependent upon volume and s~ope. 
The effect of volume we have just seen. The effect of 'slope 
must be simply to accentuate previous inequalities. Steep 
slopes, ,because they induce greater velocity and hence 
greater erosion, tend to perpetuate themselves and to increase' 
their steepness. The effect of velocity is then to reinforce 
the action .along the line z and to increase the steepness of 
any slope resulting from the Dther forces. 
Oase2.-The action. of simple weathering upon such a 
block would be to disintegrate the material. The point b, 
being exposed to attack upon two sides, is affected more than 
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. either of the pointse -and o. The r~sult is that, the line 
"between the fresh and. the disintegrated material becomes the 
-arc of a circle, .e-f-c. The line b-a isa stable line ()fslope 
for solid rock, but not fqr loose material. -The action of 
_gravity forces the latter to r~arrange itself until the slope 
_.m-mI is reached, that being the slope of stable equilibrium f()r 
ct .e 
FIG. 48. Oase 2. 
the loose material in question. The inclination of m--'-mI_ 
against c-d varies with the character ()f the material and the' 
fineness of its texture. If 'no running water were taken into 
. . 
. account" the process would stop at this point. , The result 
would be a flattable land bounded by talus slopes. 
(lase 3.-Conceive for the present the pointe to be a fixed 
FIG. 49. Oase 3. 
point beyond which erosion cannot go, introducethG a~tion of 
running water and neglect the detritus, then x andy are equal 
, . 
.< 
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and starting with the· curve e~f-(J, z is normal to e-(J and 
- bisects the angle between OJ and y. The tendency of the 
v'elocity to incr~ase with the slope disturbs the equilibrium 
by producing relatively more rapid erosion at c, and e-c 
retreats along the lines, e-f1-c"e-f"-cI\ z occupying the posi-
tionsz, z\ zU, etc . 
.. ·Water-will not erode down to an absolute level. There 
must be ~'slight slopein order to allow the water to remain in 
rnotion. Let' aI-,-c represent the slope beyond which there is 
no erosion: ,It is evident that the retreat of the lower· pot-
timi of· the curve is alongthe line a-a rather than o-c and the 
point (J really moves through the positions (/,_g1 rather than 
-or_cu, 
.' 
,·(jase4;-If the material be conceived to be carried away 
"as fast as it is brought down so that no talus slope is formed,' 
and if, fuithermore, the action of the volume and the velocity 
. .. components of erosion be neglected, the curve e-c may be 
a~~~ __ ~~~~~~~==~~ ______________ ~d 
Q -----------~~~- c 
FIG 50 Case 4. 
thought of as retreating toward a-o in a .serJes of parallel 
curves h-c" h'-cu • Sinc~, howe~er, the force oJ', active from 
the beginning of the proyess, has prepared the material along 
the plane a-e, there would be a tendency to produce more 
rapid results along ,the upper portion of the curve and the 
retreat would be byer-cI , e"_en rather than by h..,.a" h'-e". As 
has just been shown the base of the curve would in fact occupy 
. . 
the position q-q" instead of aI_e". The tendency of the upper 
·portion of the curve toward a more rapid retreat would be 
.. 
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accentuated by a second factor. During the time the curve 
. e~(j is formed the surface a~e is still an uninvaded~fla t. . There 
. . - - - ". . 
is no slope, and hence the water falling upon it is largely 
without motion.' It is not,howev:er,true that water ona flat 
~surfacehasnotendencyto move. Ifwe conceiveanin.ch of 
water spread upon the surface, it must be true th~tat the 
. edge the water sta:nds with a perpendicular face an ,inch high; 
or that it flows. The latter is obviously the correcthypothe-
. sis. If ihenwe have one inch of rainfall we have one inch' 
ror the perpendicular element of slope alonga~,.-e. In conse-
quence the flat becomes a very slight slope, and a portion of 
the water falling upon it runs off at the point 8:,Thewaier 
, running past this point has a certain erosive force. and the pro~ 
cess leads to a flattening of the upper portion. of the curvee-o . 
. (Jase 5.-Atthe point 0 the water must cease eroding and 
confine its attention to transportation, since by hypothesis 
the slope ends at this point .. Aswin be shown. later, deposi-
tion begins here, so that instead ofc being the point of great-
FIG' 51. Case 5: 
- est, it is, 'as a matter of ract,the point of least erosion,and 
the hypothetical conditions of the last ease are very nearly the 
true field conditions. In this case e-f-a becomes e-l"-o, e'-fII-a, 
. a-jIII-a, etc. The point a is fixed by the intersection of the 
curve a-fIII-a with a corresponding curve, developeJ from the 
opposite side of the block, and not figured; that is, a marks 
" ,.=--, 
"'-', , 
. -,:.-
,".- .- . 
-.>: 
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. '. . . . . 
, the posi~ion ofa divide. lIthe divide be stable the curve pro-
:gre$ses througha-fm~(},.ar--f,v-c,a-fv-c,etc., until it becomes 
'the ~traight litre a~XI~c', which 'represents the trace of the.plane 
having only such slope as will allow rain, water to overcome 
~h~friction against its base without carrying any load. In 
this prdgret;S 'z'passes through the positionsz, 2:, z'\ etc., 
, ,':retreatiiigfr6fu <y and' continually aipproachilig x. If c be 
conceived ,to have a certain very slow rate of retreat the' 
retreat mustoccuraltHlg the line aIII-c as noted previously~ 
Case 6>--lntllrningto considerwhatbecnmesof the eroded 
,material under the action of sheet water let us assume as 
,before an elevatedb16cka-lrc-o; over the edge of which at b 
w~ter, loaded.with debris, passes in the direction otthe arrow 
.m. Thisdebris'~laden water ,takBs the direction mI along the 
, 'it , .. , 
:'Il'--~ -:~. 
Qt.' 
------.:.-
FIG 52. OaseS. 
',plane d~d. In the direction b-c",water.,is falling .perpendic-
.ll.la,dy, andhe:nce has,anjn:firiitecarrying'po~er. Along cid, 
, itCis running over a horizontal 'surface and can carry nothing. 
In cha.nging ·frommto in',itinust lose all its load. The 
first water ~hichGOlIleS()Verthe cliff 'drops al1 its load at the 
fbbtofth~latter. ,Let j-','c~.representthis ,material. Now 
m.ore debris-ladeh'material comes ,over the bluff. The water 
'.strikes th~ :slop~f~q, and rUns 'down on it. ' 'Water on the 
.~ ,slope f-q can carry some material, but not so much as when 
following the line b-c; hence a'portionof its load is deposited, 
forIning theincremerit f'~f-k. ,,' The partially burdened water 
upon reaching .the level 'surface, at e must deposit another, 
increment In~king e-q-q'.The waterfoliowing finds nowfour 
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points' at which it parts with its load ahd -so deposits the 
bodiesf"....cfI....ch, l-c-k~n, pc-e~n, and S-r/-qII. SuccelSsive portions 
_ of water find more points at which to. deposit till the number 
becomes infinite,. and a concavecurve b-lr/-qII'results.·· Con-
tinu,ed deposition builds up the curve to thelinem~u parallel 
to anI-c, already defined. . .. . . . 
. Octse 7.-.. The ~evelopm~nt·ofthe. curvea-jIII-c of ;Case5, .. 
a.nd the curve b_k/--:qIrI of-the last case would of course·be rpwri 
PC{;88U. When B-/ is. developed above, fVI~l is developed below; 
eI~jI corresponds tofv~l"andso on until a-fIIImeets fII!-.-lrII 
and there is a continuous slope. 
One very' important element has so far ,been omitted. If. 
-rain falls along the linea~b it must alsQ be supposed to fall 
. along. the line c-d. - The rain falling. along the latter line ._ . 
. () 
. would be free from load and hence free to erode. The volume· 
wouldprogTessively increa~~fromf toZand with it the ten-
dency to_erode .. The-l:3lope wou1d,however, decrease irithe 
same direction, and henc(j there would be ,a decreased ten-
dency to erode. The rela;ti ve values of· the two _ factors would 
-. .- ,. 
determine which portion of the curve would suffer most rap-
. idly,but"it seems probable that erosionwblild. oGcur . along 
i1lmostits entire length. There could be no erosion at rj, 
since beyond that point there is no slope. .and hence the 
waters deposit. The final result must be the destruction of 
the curve fIII_lIll, and the spreading- ·ofthe materialftII~cc-:-lIII 
. over the plain in a sheet whose uppersurfacewou~d be a plane 
with a slope equal to that of the line alII-a of the pr~Geding 
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cas~, but slightly above it. In final result then the baselevel-
would-take the line (tIV~dof Case 6. The erosion along the 
lowerptirtion of this double curve is the factor which releases 
the point C and allows its slight retreat as previously noted. 
Oa;8e8.~I~ between (} and-d a river capable of transporting 
the eroded material be introduced, we have a limit to the 
extensi<:m of the curve of deposition.- Above it is a long con~ 
vex curve 0f erosion which ,decreases in convexity as the dis-
tance frornthe cliff increases. This is the normal curve for 
- cliff recession under the conditions obtaining in the area under 
discussion; The base _ of the cliffs is marked. by a concave 
II 
a r-~~----~~ 
- ~I d 
oc===============~~~~--~----~ 
FlG.54. Ca.se 8. 
cui've of deposition above which is a sharp_ convex curve 
merging beyond into one of decre~singintensity. 
It has been customary to speak of the concave curve as the 
normal curve of erosion, * and the convex -cUrve has been 
believed to be the result of weathering forces. In the area 
under discussion this -law does not hold true and from the 
analysis given it will be.seen that it is very unlikely to be 
true in any case where the conditions are the same. This 
immediate regi011, while old as compared with the area 
-- covered by the younger drift. is young as compared, for 
example, with the driftless area. In the .latter,as has been. 
shown byChalllberlinand Salisbury,t the country has been 
reduced to a series of ridges whose major slopes are concave-,· 
"'Gnbert: G~ologi Henry MOiintaiits,p.l10. lESO. - Hicks: Bull. 'Geol. Soc. Ataer., vol. TV, 
p. 135. 1893. 
tSlxth Annual Report, U. 8. Geo1. Surv_,2lU-2~5. 
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Iri a ,sense these s]op~saI'e analogo\ls'to tb.eJongitudinalpro-, 
filesofiiver valleys which are normally COhCaye~' OWing; to 
the excess of kater which iD.a~tr~ampassesthep6int c; the' 
erosion there becomes most activ-e, arid the major portion. -of 
the erosion is transferred: to the concave· portion-of the curie. '-
This conc~ve portiOn once established iendsto -perpetuate. 
itsf3lfand t:he rela-tive insignincanceof thecoirv~xeurve; ~t -
_ the 'head of the stream causes: it to beov'eriooked.- -' - - , 
-- Ina-il :rrormalerosion it isthe,concaveporti~>i:l-,of the. _ 
curve- which tends to lengthen,and so"in a very oldtOpog:' 
raphy ,:the -long concave' cu~esa;r~predominant,and -the . 
'" short convex-curves over thedivideare-insignjIican,t. Iil the 
production of these curves the -retre~t of 'thepointcisprob-
,ably lIi: a curve first rising toward the divideaild.la;terfallihg.- _ 
-, 'The concave -curves,}:towevet,are originalIy:establishedaf33; .'_ .,'_ 
resultofdeposltlQn. arid the ~norIlni,l curve oferosi6n js'- con-,: ' 
.vex,not concave. - , ,-,,' 
This does not, .of course,ap:piytothe curv~sproduced~by'­
theerb~i~n::-qfa;lt~rmLting be'asof hardaildsoft Btrata;where " 
concayecurvesare, often prod~ced.iri themanIlerdiscuss.ed ,--', 
by Noe'and'_Margerie. *, Intliisimmediatereg}()Il th(3 ,sand--
. _ storie~ 6f the Dakota; the limeston~softhe-Missoiif.ian~aridthe ' 
sandstones and limestones of the DesMoinesall tend to bl'~ak .' . 
, .1+P .the' general curves -developedin thedriftanCi to-produce-
such abnormal curves. " -
" . " ..:;" ' " . "", 
R{ver cha/nJe8.-As has' already been pointed out the areas· ', . 
. covered by Wisconsin, drift show-"im:rnatur~ dr~inage.The,. 
str'eaD;ls present are,.withfew- e;xceptions/of ,very~re~ent ag'e~ ,', 
OC·3asionaUY a portion of their course is through -an, plder· 
valley,· but -, in the main,IoI' the region studied this does· not· , 
- seem to hold true. The valleys are sharp, narrow gorges, the _ 
tributary streams --are short,- have high··gradients and- show 
active headwater erosion. The rivers are simple consequent 
streams, ~nd in most cases have not yefcut"through the' drift 
to the und~rlying rock., The stre~ms of' the outlying_ drift· 
*Les formes du Terrains, pp. 24-28, et seq. Paris. 1888. 
~:: .. :' .. 
. ~ ... . 
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. are of a sharply contrasted type. The completeness of the 
drainage system has~lready been not~d.Theuplaild is quite 
. generaUydissected .. Th~major streams show regularly 
developed secondaries, and these in turn support tertiaries of 
almost equal regtilari.ty. The whole forms a .complex dendri-
tic system which has required long time for its development. 
The major streams, and many of .their branches, are flowing 
in p-reglacialvageys. ·They have maintained themselves with 
. often only .s!ightmodiftcations; since· before the ice·invasion. 
Almost the whole of the present drainage system of the out-
.. ··.tYing d.riftarea wasdevelop€id before the deposition of the· 
·.loess. The latter forms merely a wash over the old drift sur-
face.. The streams are not. consequent upon -the loess, but 
Jrepresentrather the type of rivers for whichMcGeeh~s pro-. 
posed the.narne resurrected.* They differ from the simple 
eonsequ~Ii,t.riversih that th~ir direction is really determined 
byanolderlaild surface than the one over ·which they now 
flow ....•... They . are not merely revived st:r.eams,since .between 
theearlierandlaterstages of their history there hav~ been 
pe~iods of~ota(mactiVity;times. when theriv~r was com~ 
pletelydestroyed. The same fact prevents their being con-
·sidereitas merely antecedent'streams, though they belong to 
that general class. The later river is, however, a direct 
descendant oi· tlie bne.before, and has inherited its channel 
from its predecessor. After a period of non-existence such a 
stream ·.is re-formed.· and takes up the work of the earlier 
stream. In view of their history the name seems particularly 
appropriate .. 
The rl.Yers here, in a certain sense, represent an extreme 
type of the resurreQtedriver, since they hav~ survived at 
least two glaci~l invasions and. one submergence. They are 
notto he thought of as persisting thrQughout these various 
vicissitudes, but rather a'3 being re-formed after each. -Where. 
'the ice has crossed a Wide valley it has in many instances. 
. failed entirely to fill up the old rock ·trough, and a broad 
• Bu!. Geol. Soc., Am., I, 549. 1800. 
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shallow sag Jiow appears at the surface; Beaver creek in Polk 
county affords an excell~ntexaniple of such a sag, and others 
are not infrequently entiountered. . In those cases in which 
the valley may be supposed to haye been filled entirely,there 
would probably still be a tendency .forit to be reproducedo?-
the surface. If one imagine a valley 200 feet deep, and sup-
pose drift to be depositedfiftyreet thick over the upland at 
the same time that the valley is filled to the s_anielevel; then 
there would be 250 feet of drift in the valley wi thonly fifty feet 
over the adjoining upland. Drift as now exposed, and prob-
ably as deposited, is not sO compact as rock. One of the 
important processes in the solidification of rocks is the com-
p.actingof the ~loose material and a portion of this change 
results from settling. * However unimportantthisfactbr 
'maybe, it is evident that there would be more settling in 250 
than in fifty feet· of drift, so that in time the old valley would 
show at th~ surface as a depression and would affvrdmost 
favorable opportunity for the development of a .stream. The 
two factors of original inequa~ityof deposition and of second~ 
ary settling work together and become cumulative. Together 
they make it possible fot' a river to be resurrected time and 
agam. 
The rivers on the older (Kansan) drift are of the resurrected 
type.. Some of theni, the lower Des Moines and Raccoonfor 
example, have' histori~s reaching back into preglacial time. 
Most of the -streams are younger, but all savethe smallest 
are pre-loessial. Probably the largest numbey are post-
Kansan and pre-loessial. Among the latter are the Raccoon 
. ~ 
rivers and Bushy Fork in Guthrie county. . 
The invasion of the Wisconsin ice produced important. 
changes in manyof the rivers. Thus the upper portion of the 
older Des Moines valley.is now deserted by the mainstream 
and is occupied by the smaller Beaver creek. A portion of 
the valley near the old mouth of the river is deserted alto-
gether and a new conneetion with . the. Raccoon 'has been 
*Van Rise: PrinCiples of Pre-Cambrian Stratigraphy, p. 684. 
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established; Above the mouth of Beaver creek the Des 
Moines is engaged in cutting an entirely new valley. 
Oorrrelation of outlying drift.-· An erosion such as outlined 
would necessarily require a considerable lapse of time for its 
accomplishment and this is one of the. best evidences of the 
antiquity of the older drift. The complexity of the drainage 
system points in·· the same direction as does the physical 
condition of the drift, and all these features unite in.proclaim-
. ingthehigh antiquity of the Kansan as contrasted with the 
Wisconsin. Some of the reasons for correlating the outlying 
drift of Polk, Dallas and Guthrie counties With the Kansan 
rather than the Iowan have already been suggested. The 
stratigraphy of the region, partic:ularly the relations of the 
loess, affords others. 
rrhe10ess found in the region has been referred to the Iowan 
since it is believed to be in this region the equivalent of the . 
Iowan drift farther. north and now in part buried under the 
Wisconsin. . It is believed that loess of Widely different ages 
occursinthe Mississippi valley, and there is some evidence of 
an older loess in this immediate region, so that the qualifying 
term has been added for the purpose of definitely fixingthe 
age of this particular loess. The basis of the correlation is 
the fact that loess, apparently the· same, may be traced 
around the southern limit of the Wisconsin to :Marshall county, 
where it comes into contact with and laps upon the Iowan. 
,It follows the border of the latter southeast, never extending 
far up on theIowan,.to Johnson county, where its genetic rela-
tionship to the latter is excellently shown. * Furthermore the 
Iowan ice sheet, as shown by its non-morainic border and 
other pnenomena, marked a period of low level and clogged 
drainage, such as is known from the relations of the loess to 
the river valleys to have occurred in the region under dis-
cussion. This period was, in each case, between the Kansan· 
and the Wisconsin, as is shown by the fact already mentioned, 
that the loess covers the Kansall and passes· beneath the 
*Calvin:' Geol. Johnson County. Iowa Geol. Burv., vol. VII. 
36 'J. Rep. 
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. Wisconsin in the one region &nd wasconnect.ed with the Iowan 
in the otlier.. His separated from the Kansan bya considerable 
interval since the majorportioll of the· erosion of the outlying 
drift was accomplished before the loess was .aeposited.The . 
time between the loess and the Wisconsin was also consider-
able, as the loess. had been quite deeply eroded before the 
gravel trains of the Wisconsin were formed. . The difference 
in the character of the two deposits is itself suggestive. The 
gravel 'trains contain both fine and coa'rse material, while the 
loess consists of fine material only. Such a difference in 
deposits is indicative of a difference in the competency* of the 
waters. This in turn dependsupol1 declivity and volume, 
mainlyupon'the former.' A.chang~ in declivity,. with a:r~sult- . 
ingchange in the gradeofth~. streamsisanoth~rjndication 
-of' a considerable time interval between the two, : since the 
-conditions noted here are su<;has are true in the neighboring 
states and over a considerable portion of the drift area of the 
United States. Such general changes of levelare not rapidly 
.. :accomplished and in themselves are indicative of aconsid-
€rable time interval. 
The loess of this region was then deposited at a time between 
the Kansan and the WisGonsil1 and separated from.eachbya 
considerable interval. . Conditions favorable to loess deposi-
tionprevailed when the Iowan ice occupiedeasternlcrwa, and 
this time accords well with that suggested by the' facts in the 
present case, and the 'wholepoint te the Iowan age of the 
loess at the· southern borders. of the Des Moines lobe. 
There is in the northwestern portion of the state adrift 
which in. physical constitutiou~nd topographic development 
resembles the Iowan of eastern Iowa, and it has been pro-' . 
visionally correlatedt withthatiormation. There are many 
. reasons in support of the view. that ·thi~ correlation is correct 
so that the headwaters of the pre-loessial streams of .the 
region were 'doubtless cut'off by the Iowan ice .. In.a period 
*Gllbert: Geol. Henry Mts., p.110 .. 1877. 
tChamberlin: Great Ice Aie (Geikle), pl. XV. 1894. Oalvin: Iowa Geol. Surv., VII,.20. 
1897. 
. . '-
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of'ge.ner~llowlevel,-c~nteml?oraneous with that ice, .the rivers 
. -becamegreatly expanded.and the ,conditions for the distribu-
tion.of the 16ess over the territory in question were afforded . 
. As has been seen the preliminary classification of the drift 
deposits tecognized but two Inajor drift sheets earlier than the 
:WisconsiIi~* ,This was the view cUrrent When the present 
work was ta"kenup in the summer of. 1895. The Des Moines 
lobe wasrecogruzed as belonging to"the Wisconsin, and the 
, Iowan waS as.slgned no defulite'limits to the south. t McGee 
.andOall, as well as Chamberlin:\: had considered it to be pres-
. entsouth of Des Moines. In1895 Calvin began his work in 
Johru!)on. county and quic~ly recognized that the drift sheets 
·-:presentill.th~ ,.northern-arid southern -portions of the county 
-respectivelywere radically different in age. If the surface 
"dfiftof the paha-region ~ere Iowan, that- of southern John-
soIl. coimty .mustbe somethingearlier-, and he accordingly 
'. . referred it to the Kan~an. After spending some days. in 
'. J6hnsoncountyin eompa,nywithProfessor Calvin, the pres-
entwriterextendedthe work into' WashingtOn county and 
,a,ssigne-dthe drift there to the Kansan and the loess to the 
IQ~ft!l' § ' .• Thesewe:re known 'to be in . all .respects identical 
'-':mththat previouslystudied in Keokuk andMahaskacountie~ II 
. ·.andpres~ntthrotigholltmuch of the southern portion of the 
;sta,te'-andaccordingly_ the deposits of Appanoose and Warren 
-,couriti~s were placed with those of'W ashiniton.** ' 
Since the ,upper drift at ,.Afton had been considered to be 
IOwan a humber of visit~to :the locality were made fo~ the 
purpose of studying the relations of the drift sheets at that 
poiIit ..•. The drift found in Polk county was~traced southward 
. andfo~nd to he the same as the upper drift at Afton Junction. 
At the latter point~tshowed the-upper zone offerrugination, 
the leaching, the weathered boulders,. and all the physical 
.*Ohamberlin: . Grea.t Ic~ Age (Geilde), lip. 773,7'1'4. 1894. JOilr. Geol., III, 270-271. 1895. 
t McGee: Eieverith Ann. Rept. U. B. Geol. SuiY., ''l2-~. 1893. ' 
;Ohainberlin: Loc. clt;:-
II Geol. Washington Oounty.lowa Gepl. s~.,.vol. V, 1111.153-156. 1891. 
uiowa Geol.Surv;;vol. IV, 187,~, au, iMa. 1895. ... 
,. Iowa Geol. Burv., IV; 2SO-m. 1895. 
**Iow'; Geol. BurY., V, 300, '011. 1895. IbId., V, 318-320, ~-40S., 18911. 
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. characteristics which had come to· be recogniZed as peculiar 
. '-. - . . . 
to the Kansan in the surrounding region.. Its relations to the 
loess were the s~lne, as was also its topographic development. 
In short the upper drift at Afton was found to be the same as 
that which was elsewhere recognized as Kansan. Th~ Afton-
ian beds accordingly were found to be below rather than . 
above the Kansan, and a still lower. pre-Kansan drift sheet 
was recognized. A preliminary examination as far south as .. 
. Kansas City seemed to show that the older drift did not come 
to the surface~ and accordingly the upper drift at .Lljton J unc-
tion is presumably· the surface drift of eastern Kansas, though 
the matter has not been fully studied. The older pre-Kansan 
drift is known to be present at a number of points in southern 
Iowa and adjacent portions of Missouri, and has more recently 
been found in n?rtheastern Iowa~ . Beds probably represent-
ing this horizon outcrop near Hasti~, in Polk· county, and· 
there is some evidence of their presence in Guthrie county. 
The pre-Kansan drift is probably the equivalent of the 
Albertan as described by Dawson* though the connection has 
not yet been worked out and quite probably never can be 
placed beyond dispute. 
About the time these studies were being carried on in cen-
tral Iowa· Leverettt determined the fact that a drift sheet· 
invaded Iowa from Illinois-at some time between the Kansan. 
and the Iowan, and another member was added to the series; 
As now recognized by Chamberlin:!: the entire drift series is· 
as follows: 
9. Wisconsin till sheets (earlier and later). 
8. Interglacial deposits (Toronto, perhaps). 
7. Iowan till sheet. 
6. Interglacial deposit. 
- 5. illinois till sheet (Leverett). 
4. Interglacial deposit (Buchanan of Calvin). 
3. Kansan till sheet. 
2. Aftonian beds. Interglacial. 
1. Albertan drift sheet (Dawson). 
-----
*Jour. Geol., III, 507-511. 1895. 
tJour. Geol., IV, 756,874. 1890. 
Uour. Geol., IV, 872-876. 1896. 
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Calvin* has given essentially the same section summarizing 
the Iowa formations as follows: 
I. First stage ,0£ glaciation, Albertan. I~vasion of Iowa 
by glaciers and distribution of lowest sheet of till. 
II. First interglacial stage, Mtonian. Melting and retreat 
of glaciers and deposition of gravels, followed by a long period 
of forest growth, development of soils and modification of the 
original drift. 
III. Second glacial stage, Kansan. Cold more intense and 
glaciation more general than during the first stage. Distribu-
tion of McGee's lower till. 
IV. Second interglacial stage, Buchanan .. Introduced by 
deposition of gravelsin Buchanan, Black Hawk, Floyd, Cerro· 
- . " 
Gordo and other counties. This stage was very long, and the 
surface of the second drif~ sheet was profoundly modified by 
. er()sion, oxidation and leaching before it came to a close. 
V. Third. stage of glaciation, Illinois. During this stage 
only a small part of Iowa, embracing portions of Louisa, Des 
Moines and Lee counties, was invaded· by ,glaciers. The lce 
came from the northeast, bringing boulders from the eastern 
shores of Lake Huron. 
VI. Third in~erglacial stage (unnamed), during which the 
modification of ~he second drift sheet proceeded over' the 
greater portion of Iowa. The small area opcupied by the third 
deposit of drift also suffered more or less of modification; 
VII. . Fourth glacial stage, Iowan. During this stage the 
northern half of Iowa was overrun by glaciers. The southern 
limit of this incurson may be traced a few miles north of a 
line drawn from Iowa City to Des :Moines, and then deflected 
northwestwardly to Plymouth . county. It was during this 
stage that the enormous granite boulders so conspicuous in 
Bremer, Black Hawk, Buchanan and other counties in north-
eastern Iowa were transported and deposited where they 
now lie. 
* Iowa Geol. SUl'vey, VII,18,19. 1897. Amer. Geol., XIX, 270-212. 11:l97. Annalso! Iowa, (3), 
III, No.1, 1-22. lS~7. 
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VIII.· Fourth interglacial stage,Toronto(?). This fourth. 
interglacial stage was shorlas Gomparedwith the second,and 
probably the third. The amount of erosion, oxidation and -
teaching which, during this interval took place in the surface 
01 the fourth sheet of drift, is' altogether inconsiderable .. The 
amount ofchangethathasiaken place since the beginning of . 
the interval up to the present time is comparatively smalL 
. IX. Fifth glacial stage, Wisconsin. . The last invasio~. of·· 
Iowa by glacial ice occurred in times so recent, geologically 
speaking, that the youngest sheet of till exists practically in 
the condition in which the glaciers leftit.- The area in Iowa 
~ffected by this last invasion is nearly triangular in shape, 
, . . 
. the base of the triangle coinciding with the north line of the 
state from Worth to Osceola counties, with the apex located 
at Des Moines. Inthe northern part oft~isareathereare 
numero~s stretches of ill-'drained lands,thesurface. is only 
'very gently undulating,andthestreamchannels,where 
defined at all, have cut only a loot or two into the prairie sod. 
X. Therecent stage, since ·the retreat of . the Wisconsin 
ice, brings Pleistocene history down . to. the present~ The 
recent stage: while long as measured in years, has been too 
short to produce any appreciable effect in the surface of the 
Wisconsin drift. 
The Kansan has heretofore beeu correlated with ,the lower 
till as recognized by MeGee* but certain recent'observations 
seem to indicate that the latter may :find its correlative in the 
pre-Kansan rather thanthe Kansan. AtOelwein,inFayette 
. county, some excavations m.ade by th(j Chicago Great yvestern 
railway have revealed the presence of a well developed till 
below the Kansan and separated from it by an important peat 
bed. Above the Kansan the Iowan is ~liaracteristicallY dis-
played though its thickness is small. The three drift sheets 
with r~presentatives of the Buchanan and Aftonianinter-
glacial beds are shown in the one section.tPre-Kansa,n beds 
* Chamberlin: Iowa Geol., II!, 273. 1895.. . 
tThis I'ection and its relations were quite fullydjscussed at the wintermeetiI;gof the 
Iowa Academy of Sciences, December, 1896. See proceedings for 18gB; also SCience, :po 317, Feb. 
19,1897. 
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have been found also inM arshall county and at other points. 
A review of sections published byM;cGee* makes it more· 
than doubtful whether the forest bed which he has so clearly 
shown to be, present does not mark the Aftonian rather 
than Buchanan horizon. ' In plate xxviii is given a preliminary 
outline map of the drift formations of the state as they ar& 
now understood. 
TIME RATIOS. 
, , , 
The problem of the length of the interglacial intervals has. 
attractedeonsiderableattelltion, though as yet but few 
numerical estimates havebHen made. ' The data are not such 
as readily lend themselves to this manner of expression. It 
is obvious· that no very exact result8~can be obtained where 
, so many factors are uncertain~ At best, approximations are 
all that one can hope for ... Yet for certain' purposes .·these, 
,when supported bya fair degree of probability, are of quite· 
large value; and in aU cases,in the'absence of anything 
petter, they perhaps serve a useful purpose. 
The probleIIlswhlch it is hoped~may be solved, or to whose 
fin3Jl solutionthe correct determination of the length of the 
interglacial periods contributes, are principally two: (1) the-
taxonomic rank or the divisions of the glaCial series, and (2} 
.' the largerproblemoi the age of the earth.-
Whether the ice age is to be considered as consisting of 'one,. 
or two or.more periods, as the term period isused in geology, 
has provoked much discussion. t It is not proposed to review 
whathasbeen brought 'outin this discussion but simply to 
indicate the bearing upon this problem of certain of the 
phenomena exhibited in the Des Moines region. It should 
first be pointed out that for purposes of this question evidence , 
* Eleventh Ann. Rept., U. S. Geol. .Surv., 514-542. 
tOhamberlin:Geol. Wisconsin, I, 271-391: Am. Jour. Sci. (3) XLV, 171-200; Jour. Geol., nI, 
270-27S:Geilde's Great Ice Age, ebapt. XLII: Bul. Geol. Soc. Am, I, 469-480; v, 16. Coleman: 
Jour~ Geol-UI, 62-3-615. Hel'shey: Am GeoL XU, 314-32-3 Lewis: Glacia.l Geol., Great Britain 
and'Ireland,51-52 Leverett: Jour. Geol. I, 129~146.' Bul. Geol. Soc. Am., v .. ' 17. McGee: 
_ PleistOCene History of Northeastern Iowa, loc.cit.,BuLGeol. Soc. Am., V, 17. Russell: Mon. 
XI, U.S Geol. Surv., 254-26g. Salisbury: Ann. Rept.StateGeoi. N. J .. '189Z, 60, 72; Jour, G-eol., 
[. 61-84; Bul. Geol. Soc. Am., Ill, 173-182. Upham: Minn. Geol. Surv .. 1879, ~S;Am Nat. XXIX, 
235':'241; Am Jour.Sci. (3}.XLVI, 358365; BUl. G-eol. Soc. Am .. V, 16. Williams, E. E.: Bu!. Geo!. 
Soc. Am:, V,281-296 •. Wright, A. A..: Bul. Geol. Soc. Am;, V, 7-15 Wright.,~. F.: Great Ice Age 
inN. Am. 475 et seq (with cita.tions): Man and the Glacial Period,l03 et seq; Amer. Jour. 
Bei., XLlV, 351-373; Ibid,XLVT, 161-181. 
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may be admitted,·· and even accepted as· conclusiye; which 
from its very nature is of much less value in any discussion 
of the other problem mentioned. It is not the absolute length 
of glacial and interglacial time whic,h is wanted so much as 
, t-heir relative lengths. 
Estimates of the actual length· of time'_ since the retreat of 
the ice have been made at a number of points. * 
In all c~ases the· results are obtaIned· by' assuming that 
some process, such as erosion, has progressed in the past at 
its present or at some known rate. It Is obvious that the 
absolute results are uncertain to the extent of the unknown,._ 
error in the assumed value of the rate. This error may be, 
and in s<Jme cases undoubtedly is, large. For purposes of com~ 
paring different portions of the' glacial period this error is not 
so important.· If, judged by the same test and' making the 
same assumptions, a 'given interglacial period is found to be 
as long as, or a certain number of tim~s longer than, the time 
since some fixed event of the glacial period, the fact has an 
independent value. The assumed rate of erosion may, it is' . 
true, have varied in one case and not in the. othe~, or the 
two rates 'may have varied together or in opposite directions,_ ' 
and yet unless such variations be proved or probable they may 
be neglected without seriously, impairing the value of the 
result. The latter, of course, increases wi~h the difference 
between the total result and the possible effect of a wrong_ 
value for the variable. If, for Bxample,itbe found by com-
parative erosion that the length of a given interglacial stage 
was as long as the stage since the retreat of the ice from a 
given point, a variation of one-half in the rate of erosion dul'-
ir~,g the glacial stage reduces or increases largely ~heJorce of 
the argument for the duality of the glacial period. If, how-
ever, it be found that with the same assumptions comparative 
erosion shows the interglacial stage to have been twenty 
times as long as the postglacial, a doubling of the erosive 
activity in interglacial times still leaves the stage ten"times 
, * . . 
as long as the postglacial., . 
*Wright: Great Ice Age in N. A., 448-475, with citations. 
".:" '., 
. '~'. 
"' ... 
.. , ...... : .. 
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Studies of ,comparative er9siOll. constitute as yet the only 
methodappealedtotc) furnish nUTI.1~rica.l da~a asto,the length 
, "ci-f, the intergiacialstage!3': ,,' Ferrugination, oxidation, leaching, 
changes in altitude and other, phenomena have bee'n used in 
riiakingup,geperal jmpressions and, have frequently been 
" emphasized ::~s shoWing that the earlier, drifts are vastly 
, older than th~newer. ,. Ina few cases' these general impres-
sions'have'beenput' ,in mathematical: form. Thus McGee 
states that if, t~leperi()d of: ,writ~e~ hist.ory represent a day 
,then, ,a month ora·year ,wilt measure the period which has 
ela.psedsincy, the :first Pleistocene ice sheet invaded north-
eastern ,Iowa. * .' .' , 
"Charnberlin, t afterconsu.ltatioD, with various workers in the 
, 'Mississippi yalley, has given the following: " ' ' 
" UNITS. 
From later Wisconsin ,to thepresent ~_~ _________ ~_~ ______ ' 1 
]'rom earliest Wisconsin (Shelbyville moraine)to the pres-
, " ent. 'c~,- -.;. __ ~",~~ __ , __ ..:_ ---- __ .;,-- __ '_---,:..,;~ -'-_': __ ~_~______ 2t 
:From Iowan to thepresent _____ ~_:'" _____ ~ ___ ,-------------- 5 
From D:linoisinvasionofIowa tothe'present ________ :. ___ ~ 8 
From "Ka:iJ.santo thepresent ____ .;_:. __ -" ___ ' ________________ 15 
Frofu sub~AftQnian (Albertan) ,to the present _____________ ' x 
, ,'N.B:. Wh;l.cp.ellt has carefuUY compared the amount of ero- ' 
,siorIshownb.ytliepreserlt gorge of the ¥ississippi from F'ort 
Snelling,to,Minneapolis with that necessary for the excava-
,tion ofaneighboring gorge, helieved to. be interglacial. ' 
,Assuming that" the conditions of erosion werethe same except 
for 25 per cen:t greater erosiop. in the case of the interglacial' 
ch3.nn.el, allowed as af~ctor of safety; he finds that if post-
glaci~ltime be 7,800 years, interglacial time would be 9,750. 
With:reg~rd :to the estimate it may be pointed out that the 
allowa,nce of25 percent iswh?lly a matter 'of opinion. One 
might make, it gre~ter or less, and, aside from a desire for a 
conservative attitude in discussing disputed questions, there 
would seem nosuffi~ient reason for fixing the amount of the 
,~l1~wance, or perhape' any inherent reason for making any 
'f<Eleventh Ann. Rept. U. S. GeoL SUIT., p. 507. ' 
tJour. Geology, vol. IV, p., 876. 1896. 
::: Amer. Geol, vol. X; pp •. 6'1-80; 1893.' 
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all()wance. The estimate lacks also invalue~n.that t~ereis 
no·evidence as to wmcb.ofthe interglacial stages it pertain.s·· 
. to. Since the region has probably been occupied· successively . 
. by the pre-Kansan,Kansan, Iowan and ·Wisconstn ice· streets 
onehas wide latitudein interpretingth~ ph~nomena.The esti~ 
mate isofagreat value, however, as showing that by the same 
tests whichtheadyocates of theunityo£ the glacial period 
have usedtodeterminethelellgthufpost-glacialtime, it may 
be proven that during the,ic~age' there was> at least one inter": 
val fully as long aspost~glacial.time.· This fact 1S0£ more 
significance since the measurements were made by the same· 
observer,in the'same region; lJJnd.using the same methods 
that he used inmakingan·estimate.ofthe length ofpost~ 
glacial time ,which has peen wid~ly quoted and approved by . 
all, including advocates of the unity of the glacial period. * 
Itdoesnot,of~ourse, follow that the ice age consisted of 
two or more rather than onegtacial pel'io,dbecause o:t\a long 
interglacial period. The passage of time alorie, and aside . 
from anycllmatic changes would not be sufficient to warrant· 
a separation. ,There might be one or many 'interglacial 
stages fully as long as alrpost~glacialtime, but if the climate· 
remained much the same the whole might well be cOllsidered • 
a unit. . The long interglacial stages are,however,strongly. 
confirmatory of all independent evidencyt of climatic changes, 
and, though not sufficient to warrant a division of the ice age, 
they are strong presumptive evidence .• of climatic changes •. 
It is hardly likely that the . climate would for a'long time· 
hover so close to the point of glaciation without reachillg~it; 
The value of this latterpresuinptiori increases with thelength 
of the interglacial periods and for that reason certain results 
obtained in the course of the present wo~k maybe offered. 
In the eastern portion of Polk county there are certain 
streams which antedate the Wisconsin ice ... The latter cut off 
their head waters, and from its front gravel trains stretched 
* WrIght: Ice Age in North America. -pp. 453-466; Man and the Glacial Period, 310·342. 
Upham: Amer. Naturalist, vol. XXIX, p. 230. 1895. . .. 
tLeverett: Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., XXIV, 455-459. See also previous citations. 
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down the old valleys. These gravel deposits have since been 
cut through andfemain as terraces along the river. 'Their 
ageean be definitely fixed as being that, of the maximum 
, 'extension of the Wisconsin ice. The valleys themselves are 
earlier than -the loess as is shown by the latter mantling 
their sides and paI'tiallyfilling the bottom of the troughs. 
Thisisnot a result of later creep as was ascertained by care-
ful study.in the field. The drift under the loess is Kansan 
and shows all~ts normal characteristics. In such a valley, 
, one has an opportunity to measure theamo\,lnt of erosion 
, requ~edto cut out the larger valley in terms of that required 
, to excavate the smaller channel cut since the .terrace was 
formed.,' 
Campereek,southof Nobleton (Tp.79, N.,R. XXII, N., Sec. 
26)Showsuchrelations in typical form. Across section of 
the stream is shown in figure 55. 'With such an outline it is 
clear that there i~ some latitude with regard to the interpre-
tation of the past hi~toryof the stream. 
It may simply he'asstimed that the valley before the terrace 
was formed was cut d()wn to.a depth indicated by the present 
slopes of the old valley sides, and that before the present 
alluvium was filled in the recent valley had been cut to a 
• depth indicated, by the sides of the recent valley. Such a 
history is suggested by the accompanying sketch. (Fig. 56.) 
If, now the amount of loess filled in over the upland betaken 
as equivalent in this cross-section to that cut out of the val-
ley, added to the amount of drift cut off the upland before 
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the loess was laid down, and extended observati()ns upoll the 
s~reams otthe regi()n indicate that the assumption is perhaps 
a:PP~()rilll:;Ltely correct, Hie-old section (Jr~a-a may be takenas -
equivalent to the post-Kansan section. The line a-~b-awould 
. - . ' . ," 
represent the cross~section alter the terrace-was formed,and 
a-a-b-b-a would repres-ent it when the. new~r stream ceased to _ 
cut down and began to build up, while a-a-b-c-c-a would repre-
sent the present cross-section. The actual cross-section has _-
-been carefully measured and is -plotted in figure 57. -
The figures given are dimensions in feet. The linea-b~(J~d~ 
6-f-q-h represents the present cross-section. Following out 
FIG. 57. 
the history of the stream just suggested let it be assumed 
that the post-Kam?!an surface be [t-h. It may have been 
higher, as one can not tell exactly how much was cut from the 
upland before the loess was laid down over it, nor what is the 
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average thickness of the latter on the upla;nd,. If, ~s ha~ ( , 
been suggested, we assume that the alp-ount of Kansan eroded .. , 
from the upland before the loess, and the amount of loess ' 
eroded from the valleys before the Wisconsin, t0gether equals 
the amount of loess left on the upland, then a- b-c-le-j- g- h 
may be taken as the post-Kansan valley and its cross-section 
equals 254,285 square feet. Before the retreat of the Wis-
consin ice the valley was filled up to the level c- d-g. Now if 
it be assumed that the time occupied in this filling was equal 
to the time necessary for the equivalent erosion, then this 
area 51,282 should be add,ed to the previous figures and the 
major erosion may be taken at 305,567. Let the secondary 
valley be d-i-g, equal to 16,442 square feet. It was filled up 
to e-i-j, equal to 6,930 square feet. Assume that the deposi-
tion of the alluvium required the same time as the erosion in 
.the gravel, and the secondary erosion equals 23,352. Under 
these assumptions the older valley shows 13.09 times the 
erosion of the present valley. 
If it be objected that the gravel filling would take place 
more rapidly than the previous erosion, though it seems prob-
able that the larger supply of water from the oncoming ice 
would increase the action of the erosion enough to compen-
sate any error here, an allowance of a double rate may be 
made for the deposition. Then the ratio is 1 :11. 98. 
It may be objected, however, that the history sketched is 
improbable in some particulars. The presence of the loess 
capping the east bank and not running down the slope, with 
the greater steepness of the western bank shows that the 
pre-loess shape of the valley has been considerably altered. 
It may also be urged that the amount of alluvial filling is 
unknown. Ten feet only is shown by the stream, and under 
some circumstances no more need be assumed. Keeping 
these objectio1;l.s in mind the following estimates may be made. 
Let the assumptions as to the loess be the same as before. 
Let the original !:!tream be supposed to have begun its work 
upon the level pl~in a-h. Let it be assumed to have cut to le, 
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leaving~ nearly.s:y:nlIp.etri~al valley befqre.p)1e Wis,qQJ:lsi~.·Let 
the 'teri-~~el?e~i1~slppedt9,have: filled, th~,.v:lll~y~b-p-+b:h .~o . 
t:he p:re~ep.tltil~ ()~ .. '. Lf?t'~4f3 r~sjiI'recteCl stteaIll have 1:>~g!lri 
it~fWork~t~b.emostwestel{Y ~p()int .d;and 'have cut'.cOl:i#n-
p.ai1y:,again~t ~tseast'ba,llk;aJiassllp1p~ibn which--involi~s th.¢: 
H~a~t; time f6rthe. ~m·k.:of prodtici~ganasYmInetI'icar va.lley. 
T~ketp.e·Mluvi.alfillingas~q1ial·to ten feet. . Th~n take the 
.m~j·orvalley . a-b~()~k~k 175,316.' '~he filling.(clep9~ltion .• 
equalliAg etosion)c ~Jv-,o'33,300~andthetotar majorerosibn 
. :26s,()16.i:he .seCQIld,ary. vaUey~e-f~g'9,492.· .. The· allll~ . 
. vial fu~irig t3;Jren tWice' lO,OSO,and.the mifiorerps{on 19,572, . 
·giving.arati() of·' 1:15.55; .• 'J1o-g~h- be added: to the recent 
. erosion.the· figures~ecoIhe 33,5~O.aftd· 208;616,a~dtheratiojs' 1:6.21." . . .. .,..... . . ',' 
.~y varying theassumption~; r~tlo.sashtghas 1:1S Illa,;ype, 
obtained; . the .. ~.hoie series calculated being 1:6.21;.:1:ii.98; . .' .... 
. . 1:13.09,1:U~.~55,i:17A3,1:ht60~ :.itisbelieved,thattb:etruth . 
in this case lies . between . 1:10.:aIidl:15, 'a.nanear~r·theJatter •.•. " 
than the forrner figtir'es.T.bjs:isJesstha]ithe.writer·w'ohlil ' 
havegiyelu~sa I'esult Qfgeneralfreld<impressions... . .... ::. . 
:Whj.~e., as'h~isoeen~uggested,tb.esea~.e;es·~entially~alc1l1a~ . 
"'tlons'of relative erosiouand the'actUa.l tiril~r~ti9 rrulY ha'v'e ..... 
been wi<iely different, ft is believ~d·tha~ with the allow,ances.· 
made for ,the 'building upofthet.j3rraGesa,s ·well ;af:S.:,th~ir~;. 
destruction, . the "e~timatesmaybe ta,]reft>as fairly accurate • 
gllidesto the.·time relati()ns~.W-:hatev~r·errors~the~ea:re on" 
'one ~ide,a.reprobablycounterbalane~dby similar ,~rrOrS6U 
. the.QPPosite.· for example, TIlt: be~uggest~d that the stream' . 
w:l1ichcut the later gorge did not work so rapidly· as the'9:n,e 
Which exca:Vatedthe,e~riier.valley, since. it was 'a smaller 
stream after the ice had cutoff its heacl:.~aters, it -IJ.lay be 
urged. that when tb,e antecedent stream began itscwork: upcni 
the Kansan drift plain it was probably ~~puny as the stream 
now working; .' The first st~ges of. valley erosion are accom-
plished by small forces,. and if there' be any' difference it is 
possible ,tha.t the re$urrected stream had Dlo.re water in i~s 
. : 
.. 
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. ,earlier stages .than its antecedent since it received water 
from themelting·glacier, while the older stream pro.bably 
excavated this portion, at least, of its valley by simple head-
water ;erosion. 
The whole of .the evidence derived from comparative erosion 
indicates that the time since the Kansan, as compared with the 
Wisconsin of this region,was'long; at least ten and probably 
:fi:Eteen or more times.· It points' unmista~ably to the conclu-
sionthatthe two drift sheets were widely separated in time, 
. and in connection .with other evidence . of 1ess specific charac-
ter, warrants their separation theoretically, as they must be 
separated practically in any detailed mapping. 
With regard to the broader question of the ·total time con-
sumed in the Pleistocene; it ~hould be' remembered that the 
. ratio here' derivecL is between the retreat of the Wisconsin from 
this region and the beginning of erosion after the retreat 
of the Kansan~ IJjusing the ratio it must be kept in mind 
thatlles M6inesstahdsat the extreme southern limit of the 
. Wisconsin ice west of the Mississippi. . The ~stimates of the' 
length ofpost7glacial timemostcorrlmonlyquoted all date 
from mrtch later events than the 'retreat of the ice from this 
reglOn. 
Three of the estimates which seem most reliable and most 
widely accepted, those of Gilbert, * Andrewstand Winchellt 
arebasedrespectivelyupon the life of Niagara Falls, the rate 
of wave cutting and sand filling on Lake Michigan, and the 
/ life oi'theFaJ}.soi St. Anthony. The results arrived at respec-
tivelygive 7,000, 10,000 and7,SOOyears as length of post-gla-
cial time at three points if the observed. present rate has 
remained constant in the past, which is not true in the case 
of Niagara at least. § The birth of Niagara and St. Anthony 
Falls and t:tte begin:oing of wave work on Lake Michigan are 
.;, Proc. A. A. A. s .. xxx v, 1886, 222, 223;' Sixteenth Ann. Rept, Com., State Res. Niagara, 
Smithsonian Report, 1890, pp. 231-207. 
t Am. Jour. Sci., XOVIII, p.172. 186~ 
:j:Geol. Nat. rust. Surv., Minnesota, Fifth Ann. Rept.1876, pp. 75-189; Final Rept., vol. II, 
,18t!8, pp, 3lS-ail; Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XXXIV, 886-901. 1878. 
§GHbert: Na.ture, vol. L, p. 53. Spencer: Amer. Jour. Sci., (3). XLVII, 455472; Appleton's 
Pop. Sci. Mon., XLIX, 120. 
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very recent events and if the figures obtaine& inth-ese cases __ 
be applied to the region under. discussion an unknown-quan-
tity must be added for the length of time during the retreat 
of the ice from Des Moines. _ For calculating the tota,11ength 
of the glacial period tiiDremust be added for the length of 
Kansan and pre~Kansan time so that for the final result cer-
tain portions of the data are not yet known. Stated as a 
formula the present state of knowledge is 
Pleistocene time = aT + lOto 15-(y + 7,800) -
in which x- --the length of pre-Kansan and Kansan time, and 
y= the length of time occupied in the retreat of the ice from_ 
Des Moines, _the multiple 10 to -J 5 is from the calculations 
here given and7,BOO is Winchell's estimate of the life of St. 
Antho1lY's Falls. It wilL probabiy be possible tQgetan 
approximate value of y, but thevalu.e of xseems not so easy 
to estimate. -
- .. 
